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The Details identifies the authentic
classics amongst men's
accessories and explains how each
item has developed. The book tells
the stories of their design; the
brand, company, or iconic figure
that started it all; and how each
item has shaped the way men dress
today. The leather biker boot, as we
know it today, takes its stylistic
cues from the toughened boots
worn by the loggers and railway
engineers of the American
industrial revolution. The origins of
the ubiquitous baseball cap can be
traced back to the New York Knick's
team caps of 1849 – which were
made of straw. From classic diving
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watches to the simple pocket
square, The Details examines the
most important of men's
accessories and offers a complete
guide to choosing your own
examples.
From the concert stage to the
dressing room, from the recording
studio to the digital realm, SPIN
surveys the modern musical
landscape and the culture around it
with authoritative reporting,
provocative interviews, and a
discerning critical ear. With
dynamic photography, bold graphic
design, and informed irreverence,
the pages of SPIN pulsate with the
energy of today's most innovative
sounds. Whether covering what's
new or what's next, SPIN is your
monthly VIP pass to all that rocks.
The definitive monograph on
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Jeremy Scott, one of the most
creative and influential American
designers working in fashion today.
Jeremy Scott is an American
designer whose sensibility has
brought elements of humor,
rebellion, and fantasy to the
elevated culture of couture—from
his earliest collections in Paris to
the outrageous runway shows in
recent years that led the New York
Times to call him "fashion’s last
rebel." Creative, original, and
iconic, Scott is the voice of his
generation, his work a colorful
marriage of the ubiquity of cultural
reference with the refinement of
high fashion. Since the late
1990s—when he twice won the
Venus de la Mode Award for Best
New Designer—Scott has retained
his bright and extravagant style
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while honing his vision to take each
collection in a new and startling
direction. Referred to by Karl
Lagerfeld as the only designer
worthy of taking over at Chanel,
Scott also dresses the icons of pop,
from Madonna to Rihanna, and
alongside his eponymous
collections he is creative director of
Moschino and designs streetwear
for Adidas. This book reflects all the
style of Jeremy Scott’s world, from
snapshots of fittings in his studio to
Polaroids taken backstage at shows
and editorial work from Inez and
Vinoodh, Steven Meisel, Ellen von
Unwerth, and Terry Richardson,
among others. With an introduction
by Jeffrey Deitch, this is a lavish
survey of one of today's most
iconic designers.
One of the world's foremost
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collectors of all things hip hop, DJ
Ross One presents--for the first
time ever--his much sought after
collection of T-shirts in this lushly
produced and detailed catalog
showcasing over 500 of the genre's
best. Rap Tees outshines all other
rap tee collections and will be the
definitive reference for generations
to come. Providing not only a
valuable reference and style guide
to these ultra-rare shirts, Rap Tees
is also a unique chronology of the
history of hip hop. Beginning with
the earliest rap concert shirts from
the Sugar Hill Gang and New York
Fresh Fest, circa 1980-84, and
spanning the next two decades,
Rap Tees includes rare shirts from
a wide selection of the who's-who
of the business including: Public
Enemy, Boogie Down Productions,
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Beastie Boys, Eric B and Rakim, Wu
Tang Clan, Jay Z, Nas, EMPD, and
many, many more. Rap Tees
bookends the golden age of rap
with unique street-corner memorial
shirts commemorating the deaths
of The Notorious B.I.G. and Tupac
Shakur. Unlike typical rock n' roll
shirts, hip hop tees were often
made in extremely limited
quantities. The elusive concert,
promotional, and bootleg tees
included in this book are nearly
impossible to find on the open
market. Only DJ Ross One could
collect these gems for you in this
one-of-a-kind book, making Rap
Tees the consummate guide for
these unique pieces of music
history.
Medicine Master Buddha: The
Iconic Worship of Yakushi in Heian
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Japan
Street Culture
Pop Cult
The Icons of Their Bodies
Style Icons Vol 1 Golden Boys
Slogan T-Shirts

Loulou de la Falaise is the first
monograph to celebrate the life and
work of the style icon and muse to
Yves Saint Laurent who became
the embodiment of French chic.
Renowned for her bohemian chic,
daring style as well as for her
lightness, nonchalance, and humor,
Loulou de la Falaise was not only
an influential fashion icon but also a
breath of fresh air to the world of
Parisian haute couture. The AngloFrench beauty assisted the
designer Halston and modeled
briefly for Diana Vreeland’s Vogue
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before moving to Paris in 1972 to
work alongside the iconic designer
Yves Saint Laurent. A true original,
her sense of color and fantasy and
her attitude would energize the
mythic house and fashion in
general. For almost forty years, de
la Falaise would forge her
professional reputation designing
extraordinary jewelry and
accessories both for Yves Saint
Laurent as well as for her own line.
This elegant volume is a life in
pictures, with over 400 images by
legendary contemporary
photographers, from Helmut
Newton and Richard Avedon to
Steven Meisel and Bettina Rheims,
as well as an essay by Pierre Bergé
and interviews with Loulou
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intimates such as Betty Catroux,
Inès de la Fressange, Diane von
Furstenberg, Christian Louboutin,
Elsa Peretti, Paloma Picasso,
André Leon Talley, and Oscar de la
Renta. A celebrated style icon from
the ’60s until her death, Loulou's
appetite and flair for fashion
continues to be an inspiration
today.
Once, t-shirts were just unadorned
garments. But with the evolution of
screen-printing and the birth of
band merchandising, t-shirts
became much cooler. Now every
band with an ounce of savvy knows
the importance of a shirt not only as
a lucrative sideline but also as a
means of self-promotion and a way
for fans to show their allegiance.
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THE ART OF THE BAND T-SHIRT
is an informative and stylish
showcase of the most noteworthy
shirts of the past five decades. It
includes t-shirts from artists as
diverse as Led Zeppelin, the
Ramones, Madonna, Morrissey,
Public Enemy and the Flaming
Lips, each with an explanation of
historical background, little-known
facts, or artist's comments about
the design. A fascinating,
beautifully illustrated archive for
hipsters, serious collectors and all
music fans, THE ART OF THE
BAND T-SHIRT is an indispensable
as the perfect tee.
With its roots in the distant, preChristian past, the art of the icon
has been refined over centuries.
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Icon paintings are instantly
recognisable but have never been
widely understood in the West. The
art developed in the deserts of the
Middle East, passing through the
Roman and Byzantine imperial
ages and achieving it's highest form
in Russia, while exerting a
discernible influence on the Italian
Renaissance along the way.
Richard Temple's lavishly illustrated
book provides a concise but
thorough tour through the ages of
the icon, tracing the art from its
origins to the 19th century and
beyond. The icons selected to
illustrate the text include famous
works as well as many stunning,
rarely seen ones. This particular
emphasis on lesser-known
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masterpieces, along with the
author's cogent, thorough and very
personal overview of the major
periods and themes of icon
painting, make this book a truly
unique contribution to the field of art
history and appreciation. It is both
an introduction for the uninitiated
and an objet in its own right that will
delight connoisseurs. With its roots
in the distant, pre-Christian past,
the art of the icon has been refined
over centuries. Icon paintings are
instantly recognisable but have
never been widely understood in
the West. The art developed in the
deserts of the Middle East, passing
through the Roman and Byzantine
imperial ages and achieving it's
highest form in Russia, while
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exerting a discernible influence on
the Italian Renaissance along the
way. Richard Temple's lavishly
illustrated book provides a concise
but thorough tour through the ages
of the icon, tracing the art from its
origins to the 19th century and
beyond. The icons selected to
illustrate the text include famous
works as well as many stunning,
rarely seen ones. This particular
emphasis on lesser-known
masterpieces, along with the
author's cogent, thorough and very
personal overview of the major
periods and themes of icon
painting, make this book a truly
unique contribution to the field of art
history and appreciation. It is both
an introduction for the uninitiated
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and an objet in its own right that will
delight connoisseurs.
The first publication of major
Instagram influencer @le21eme
Brings together street and fashion
show photography to explore the
ascent of streetwear into high
fashion A must-have book for all
those passionate about
contemporary fashion, street style,
and luminescent, candid
photography
From Icon to Image
The Art of the Band T-Shirt
Jeremy Scott
Over 1000 motifs, alphabets and
icons to personalize your bullet or
dot journal
Icons of Style: T-Shirts
Life Lessons from Sex and the
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City's Most Underrated Character
"Discover the life, work and
legacy of Alexander McQueen
in bite-sized, highly visual
lessons concentrating on his
artistic spirit, influences and
attitude"--Publisher's
description.
Vintage T-shirts pays homage
to obsessional love of tees in
alltheir guises and the
nostalgic memories they
revive. Traded,given to lovers,
worn until falling apart,
customized and cut-up, Tshirts today are a ubiquitous
item of apparel, worn by
everyone, from children to the
elderly. The book takes a
visual journey through the
worlds of music, television,
film,advertising, skate and
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surf, entertainment and all
aspects ofpopular culture that
make this item of clothing
such alonglasting and
covetable staple. In addition,
there are collector profile
spreads that take a look at the
collections and backstories of
T-shirt fans and fanatics. It is
a must-havepurchase for all Tshirt enthusiasts!
Threadless.com is the
phenomenally successful Tshirt company with more than
4 million tees sold since it
began in 2000. It pioneered
the online business model of
crowd-sourced or communitydriven design, in which people
submit designs that are voted
on by the site’s 1 million users
and printed. Over the past 10
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years, the company has
amassed a vast archive of very
cool, very hip, and often very
entertaining designs, and
Threadless is a spectacular
showcase of 400 of the very
best T-shirts created by the
community—a barometer of
art and design over the past
decade. Much more than a
book of extraordinary
graphics, Threadless tells the
extremely interesting story
that inspired Inc. magazine to
hail Threadless.com as “the
most innovative small
company in America.” There
are also profiles of individual
designers and “think pieces”
from influential admirers,
including design guru John
Maeda, Jeff Howe of Wired,
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and bestselling
business/marketing writer
Seth Godin. Praise for
Threadless: "If you page
through this book, you'll see
example after example of love,
art, and joy." -Seth Godin,
author of twelve international
bestsellers "With its message
of passion, creativity and
fearlessness, the Threadless
book is more than just a
visually stimulating flipthrough. Its 224 pages of
design, artwork, and creativity
make for an inspirational read
for any entrepreneurial startup." -Coolhunting.com "Page
after page of awesome
designs." -Wired.com "The
Threadless book is a treatmore informative than an art
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book, less boring than a
Harvard Business Review casestudy, a sweet-spot between
commercialism and passion,
like the site itself." -Cory
Doctorow, BoingBoing.net
A celebration of all things
Nordicana delivered in a
stylish and fun package.
You've watched every Scandi
TV series going, you have
Nordic light fittings, and you
want Birgitte Nyborg as your
Prime Minister. Yes it's fair to
say there is a general love-in
with everything related to the
northern countries. Over the
last decade, the Nordic
nations have quietly and
unassumingly come to hold us
in their thrall; but what is it,
exactly, that we covet about
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their culture? Nordicana
celebrates the objects,
aesthetics and traditions that
have inspired our obsession,
with a quick introduction to
100 icons of Scandi style and
Nordic cool, accompanied by
beautiful illustrations.
Whether it is the inimitable
Faroe Isles jumper, made
famous by TV detective Sarah
Lund; the unusual-tasting
delicacy salted liquorice; the
ubiquitous Swedish Dala
horse; the concept of 'hygge'
(a feeling evoked by being in
candlelit warmth with friends
during winter); Midsomer
seasonal celebrations;
practical but breathtakingly
stylish interiors; or an
enduring love of noir
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literature and dramas, you'll
find the key to attaining the
Nordic way of life in these
pages. The Nordicana brand
celebrates all aspects of
Scandinavian and Nordic
culture with its magazine and
a bi-annual festival in London,
established in 2013. An
offshoot of Arrow Films,
Nordicana showcases the best
TV and film dramas coming
from those regions, and offers
a platform for writers,
clothing brands and food
companies too. The festival
has proved hugely popular,
selling out prior to the events,
and attracting some of the
biggest stars in Nordic film
and TV for exclusive
screenings and interviews.
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Fifty Men's Fashion Icons that
Changed the World
What Alexander Mcqueen Can
Teach You about Fashion
(Icons with Attitude)
Design Museum Fifty
Icons of Style: Denim
Icons of Men's Style
Icons in the Western Church

What do brands like Apple,
Diesel, Abercrombie &
Fitch, and Virgin have in
common and what
differentiates them from
other brands? These brands
are able to maintain a
relationship with their
clients that goes beyond
brand loyalty. This gives
a complete analysis of
lifestyle brands that
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inspire, guide, and
motivate beyond product
benefits alone.
Behind nearly every item
in the modern male
wardrobe is a "first of
its kind"the definitive
item, often designed for
specialist use, on which
all subsequent versions
have been based. Icons of
Men's Style examines,
garment by garment, the
most important and famous
of these productstheir
provenance and history,
the stories of their
design, the brand/company
that started it all, and
how the item shaped the
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way men dress today.
Journal with Purpose is
the ultimate reference for
journaling, packed with
over 1000 motifs that you
can use to decorate and
enhance your bullet or dot
journal pages. Copy or
trace direct from the
page, or follow one of the
quick exercises to improve
your skills. Featuring all
the journal elements you
could wish for – banners,
arrows, dividers, scrolls,
icons, borders and
alphabets – this amazing
value book will be a
constant source of
inspiration for journaling
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and an 'instant fix' for
people who find the more
artistic side of
journaling a challenge.
"A snarky lifestyle guide
inspired by the most
underrated character on
Sex and the City, from the
creators of the Instagram
sensation
@everyoutfitonSATC"-Style Icons Vol 2 - Hunks
Fantastic Man
A Collection of Hip Hop TShirts 1980-2000
Loulou de la Falaise
Divine Beauty
100 Ideas that Changed
Street Style
The birth of the male sex symbol
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began when actors did more than
jump on and off horses or swoop
swashbuckling from the prow of a
pirate ship. Sex appeal came when
men looked like they intended to
have sex. No one is completely sure
about Clooney. Sometimes he looks
more comfortable with a cup of
Espresso in his hands, but Valentino
knew how to lunge, plunge, tango
and bodice rip. The repression of the
Victorian age meant that heroes in
films were required to represent a
certain moral standard, but Valentino
proved there was no desire without
shadow, ambiguity and perhaps even
a smidge of black eyeliner. He was a
hero but not necessarily one of the
good guys. Through the 20th century
masculine appeal dwelled in
adventure (Errol Flynn, Clark Gable,
Steve McQueen) and the simple
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ability to look very good in a dinner
suit (Cary Grant, Sidney Poitier). The
element of the dandy, the cultivated
and well spoken gentleman, is a trait
that began to fade fast in appeal by
the mid twentieth century when
manly men (Brando, Newman,
Hudson) delivered less talk and more
action. Marlon Brando Cary Grant
Elvis Presley Clark Gable Errol Flynn
Gary Cooper James Dean Rock
Hudson Rudolph Valentino Paul
Newman Steve McQueen Jim
Morrison Fashion Industry
Broadcast’s “STYLE ICONS” is a
series: Style Icons – Vol 1 Golden
Boys Style Icons – Vol 2 Hunks Style
Icons – Vol 3 Bombshells Style Icons
– Vol 4 Sirens Style Icons – Vol 5
Idols Style Icons – Vol 6 Young Guns
Style Icons – Vol 7 Kittens Style
Icons – Vol 8 Babes Fashion Industry
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Broadcast is a leading global
publisher of lifestyle titles, this multi
edition set has been created as a
hard cover colour coffee table books,
e-books for $9.99 from Amazon
Kindle, Barnes and Noble Nook,
Apple iBook’s, Google books, Stanza
and Kobo, Apps for mobile devices
and a TV documentary series is also
in the works. A very special video
rich multimedia App version with
1000+ original videos, interviews,
movie scenes, behind the scenes
shoots and advertisements, and also
embedded links to rent or purchase
all their major movies right in the
App is available through Apple’s
iTunes App store and other major
App stores for just $4.99 per edition.
Look for “STYLE ICONS” on the
Apple App store.
www.fashionindustrybroadcast.com
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Contact
info@fashionindustrybroadcast.com
Who would you trust more with your
future than the high priestess
herself, Meryl Streep? Printed on
high-quality card material, and
packaged in a handy un-bendable
box, this unofficial tarot deck
celebrates the legacy of Meryl
Streep. With more credits to her
name than cards in tarot, and 21
Academy Awards to boot, she's a
guiding beacon for us all to follow
when times are unclear. This deck is
based on the structure of the classic
Rider-Waite, with each card
featuring a character from her
career's many highlights. And hey: if
your future, as ordained by these
cards, ain't looking so bright - just
turn on one of your favorite movies
she's been in and lose yourself in her
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RAW talent. Meryl, we're not worthy.
Street Culture explores the family
tree of youth movements, examining
the lines that tie Beatniks to Bikers,
Punks to Emos, Goths to Metal
Heads. Illustrated throughout, the
book presents a sumptuous visual
history of youth culture, and the
style, behaviour and values of the
groups who have defined it.
For over 100 years, the T-shirt has
been a blank canvas for men the
world over - a billboard for
advertising their style. This
comprehensive guide collects the
greatest designs ever seen, from the
original US Navy plain white tee that
started it all to the iconic logos of
Stussy, Obey, A Bathing Ape and all
of the cutting-edge brands that make
up the global streetwear scene today.
With photography and detailed
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analysis throughout, Icons of Style: Tshirts looks at some of the most
seminal T-shirts in history.
Journal with Purpose
A Guide to Aspirational Marketing
That Make a Statement
The Women Who Changed the Way
We Look
Religion and Popular Music
50 Years of Subculture Style
Princess Diana, Jackie O,
Grace Kelly?the star icon is
the most talked about yet
least understood persona. The
object of adoration, fantasy,
and cult obsession, the star
icon is a celebrity, yet she is
also something more: a
dazzling figure at the center
of a media pantomime that is
at once voyeuristic and
zealously guarded. With skill
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and humor, Daniel Herwitz
pokes at the gears of the
celebrity-making machine,
recruiting a philosopher's
interest in the media, an eye
for society, and a love of
popular culture to divine our
yearning for these iconic
figures and the role they play
in our lives. Herwitz portrays
the star icon as caught
between transcendence and
trauma. An effervescent being
living on a distant, exalted
planet, the star icon is also a
melodramatic heroine
desperate to escape her life
and the ever-watchful eye of
the media. The public buoys
her up and then eagerly
watches her fall, her collapse
providing a satisfying
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conclusion to a story
sensationally told?while
leaving the public yearning
for a rebirth. Herwitz locates
this double life in the
opposing tensions of film,
television, religion, and
consumer culture, offering
fresh perspectives on these
subjects while ingeniously
mapping society's creation
(and destruction) of these
special aesthetic stars.
Herwitz has a soft spot for
popular culture yet remains
deeply skeptical of public
illusion. He worries that the
media distances us from even
minimal insight into those
who are transfigured into star
icons. It also blinds us to the
shaping of our political
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present.
For over 100 years, the T-shirt
has been a blank canvas for
men the world over - a
billboard for advertising their
style. This comprehensive
guide collects the greatest
designs ever seen, from the
original US Navy plain white
tee that started it all to the
iconic logos of Stussy,
Supreme, A Bathing Ape and
all of the cutting-edge brands
that make up the global street
wear scene today. With
photography and detailed
analysis throughout, Icons of
Style: Cult T-shirts looks at
the most seminal T-shirts in
history, making the ultimate
stylish accessory for the
discerning man.
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You can’t look at the mixed
lineup of this lot and not ask
yourself what is it that makes
a man compelling? One
universal might be pulling
power. Warren Beatty with a
hair drier or 007 with a
Walther PPK both did a brisk
trade in the sack and again we
return to the mystique of
Valentino, to pose a threat the
volcano needs to be active not
just a smoking threat. Hard
men are good to find, or that
is at least what Hollywood has
learnt and yet each
generation of Hunk Sapiens
mutates subtly. The stars that
we loved in the 80s and 90s
are middle aged men now and
to some degree they fought
for better roles with more
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depth of character, breaking
the mould of grunty action
hero or merely handsome
romantic lead. This is true of
the thinking woman's love
Gods, Harrison Ford, Liam
Neeson, Richard Gere and
Viggo Mortensen but of little
concern to the likes of Sly,
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Mel Gibson the three icons of
unreconstructed muscled
manhood as famous for their
off screen alpha rage as their
onscreen battles. Harrison
Ford Robert Redford Clint
Eastwood Sidney Poitier Ali
Sean Connery Jack Nicholson
Arnold Schwarzenegger
Sylvester Stallone Mel Gibson
George Clooney Mick Jagger
Fashion Industry Broadcast’s
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“STYLE ICONS” is a series:
Style Icons – Vol 1 Golden
Boys Style Icons – Vol 2 Hunks
Style Icons – Vol 3 Bombshells
Style Icons – Vol 4 Sirens
Style Icons – Vol 5 Idols Style
Icons – Vol 6 Young Guns
Style Icons – Vol 7 Kittens
Style Icons – Vol 8 Babes
Fashion Industry Broadcast is
the number one destination
on the web for the latest in
fashion, style, creative arts,
creative media, models,
celebrity biographies and
much more. Our site is
available globally in 13
languages and is updated
daily. Not a minute goes by
without our passionate team
scouring the globe for the
latest breaking news and
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insider gossip. Fashion
Industry Broadcast publishes
on a vast array of media
platforms art books, eBooks,
apps for mobiles and
television documentaries. We
cover all the key areas of
popular culture, style and
media arts. Our products are
sold globally in over 100
countries through our
partnerships with people like
Amazon, Apple, Google and
many more. You can purchase
all of our products directly
from the FIB site, please have
a browse. www.fashionindustr
ybroadcast.com A very special
video rich multimedia app
version with hundreds and
hundreds of full length
original Hollywood films,
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interviews, early auditions,
movie scenes, behind the
scenes shoots, and also
embedded links to rent or
purchase all their major
movies right in the App is
available through Apple’s App
store s for just $4.99 per
edition. Look for “STYLE
ICONS” on the Apple App
store. Contact info@fashionin
dustrybroadcast.com
Painfully cool and instantly
recognisable, the 50 style
trailblazers in this collection
used fashion to attract
attention, gain influence,
express themselves and make
powerful statements. From
Fred Astaire to Prince, Marlon
Brando to Bob Dylan, JFK to
Fred Perry, this book covers
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the looks and stories of
politicians and actors,
musicians and designers. With
stunning photography, this
book is the perfect gift for
fashionistas, design students,
and anyone who loves good
style!
This is Not a F*cking Street
Style Book
Threadless
The Greatest Second Act in
the History of Business
Nordicana
Men of Great Style and
Substance
The Details

At a time when
fundamentalism is on the rise,
traditional religions are in
decline and postmodernity has
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challenged any system that
claims to be all-defining, young
people have left their
traditional places of worship
and set up their own, in clubs,
at festivals and within music
culture. Pop Cults investigates
the ways in which popular
music and its surrounding
culture have become a primary
site for the location of
meaning, belief and identity. It
provides an introduction to the
history of the interactions of
vernacular music and religion,
and the role of music in
religious culture. Rupert Till
explores the cults of heavy
metal, pop stars, club culture
and virtual popular music
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worlds, investigating the sex,
drug, local and death cults of
the sacred popular, and their
relationships with traditional
religions. He concludes by
discussing how and why
popular music cultures have
taken on many of the roles of
traditional religions in
contemporary society.
Streetwear has become a
global phenomenon. From their
origins in American workwear,
via west coast subcultures,
extreme sports and
incorporating the best in
graphic design, the leading
streetwear brands have
become influential beyond the
sphere of fashion alone, with
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connections to the worlds of
art, advertising, music and
interiors that make them as
potent as "designer" brands
many times their size.
Showcasing 32 cult streetwear
brands, this book focuses not
on the endless me-too labels,
but the exciting pioneers that
have shaped the market since
the late 1980s. Cult Streetwear
tells the stories of the people
behind the brands—from
entrepreneurs to graffiti
writers, DJs to surf dudes to
sneaker nuts, from LA to NYC,
London to Tokyo. Addict •
Adidas • A Bathing Ape • Ben
Davis • Billionaire Boys Club •
Burton • Carhartt • Converse •
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Dickies • Evisu • Fred Perry •
Fuct • Goodenough • Lacoste •
Maharishi • Mambo • Mecca •
Mooks • Neighborhood • Nike •
Obey • One True Saxon •
Puma • Red Wing • Spiewak •
Stussy • The Hundreds •
Timberland • Triple 5 Soul •
Vans • X-Large • Zoo York
An examination of one of the
greatest success stories of the
digital age looks at the success
Steve Jobs has had with Pixar
and his rejuvenation of Apple
through the introduction of the
iMac and iPod.
Within the Eastern tradition of
Christianity, the eikon, or
religious image, has long held a
place of honor. In the greater
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part of Western Christianity,
however, discomfort with
images in worship, both
statues and panel icons, has
been a relatively common
current, particularly since the
Reformation. In the Roman
Catholic Church, after years of
using religious statues, the
Second Vatican Council’s call
for “noble simplicity” in many
cases led to a stripping of
images that in some ways
helped refocus attention on the
eucharistic celebration itself
but also led to a starkness that
has left many Roman Catholics
unsure of how to interact with
the saints or with religious
images at all. Today, Western
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interest in panel icons has
been rising, yet we lack
standards of quality or
catechesis on what to do with
them. This book makes the
case that icons should have a
role to play in the Western
Church that goes beyond mere
decoration. Citing theological
and ecumenical reasons, Visel
argues that, with regard to use
of icons, the post–Vatican II
Roman Catholic Church needs
to give greater respect to the
Eastern tradition. While Roman
Catholics may never interact
with icons in quite the same
way that Eastern Christians do,
we do need to come to terms
with what icons are and how
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we should encounter them.
Cult and Culture
Lifestyle Brands
Byzantine Influence on PreRenaissance Art in the East
and West
100 Icons of Nordic Cool &
Scandi Style
Rap Tees
100 Women - 100 Styles
The Byzantines surrounded
themselves with their
saints, invisible but
constant companions, who
were made visible by dreams,
visions, and art. The
composition and presentation
of this imagined gallery
followed a logical
structure, a construct that
was itself a collective work
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of art created by Byzantine
society. The purpose of this
book is to analyze the logic
of the saint's image in
Byzantium, both in portraits
and in narrative scenes.
Here Henry Maguire argues
that the Byzantines gave to
their images differing
formal characteristics of
movement, modeling, depth,
and differentiation,
according to the tasks that
the icons were called upon
to perform in the allimportant business of
communication between the
visible and the invisible
worlds. The book draws
extensively on sources that
have been relatively little
utilized by art historians.
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It considers both domestic
and ecclesiastical
artifacts, showing how the
former raised the problem of
access by lay men and women
to the supernatural and
fueled the debates
concerning the role of
images in the Christian
cult. Special attention is
paid to the poems inscribed
by the Byzantines upon their
icons, and to the written
lives of their saints, texts
that offer the most direct
and vivid insight into the
everyday experience of art
in Byzantium. The overall
purpose of the book is to
provide a new view of
Byzantine art, one that
integrates formal analysis
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with both theology and
social history.
A visual history of the
world’s most popular and
versatile streetwear, 1000 TShirts celebrates the
evolution of the T-shirt
into a fashion statement and
urban design icon in
hundreds of examples. This
definitive compilation is an
encyclopedic cele- bration
of the most popular, stylesetting T-shirts from the
1950s to the present.
Included in this collection
are every type of T-shirt,
from counterculture slogans
of the sixties and the
heyday of the rock-band
-tour commemorative T-shirt
to today’s tees, which run
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the gamut from high-fashion
branding to innovative
graphic designs. This book
showcases the rich graphic
design culture and features
photographs of T-shirts worn
on the street, specially
commissioned T-shirt
graphics, T-shirt
collections, and a survey of
the best and coolest
contemporary graphics from
around the world. 1000 TShirts is sure to appeal to
designers, illustra- tors,
art directors, fashion
buffs, and poculture
junkies, as well as a
general market of T-shirt
enthusi- asts and
collectors.
Muses of attitude, brains,
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and confidence come together
in this glossy compendium of
the female icons who use
their personal style and
influence to change the way
we look and dress. From the
obvious to the outrageous,
Frida Kahlo to Cara
Delevingne, 100 Women • 100
Styles profiles the
personalities of each woman,
showing what made them who
they are, and how they can
inspire you.
Through analysis of
sculptural representations
of the Medicine Buddha (J:
Yakushi Nyorai), this book
offers a fresh perspective
on the seminal role played
by Saich? and the Tendai
school in disseminating this
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devotional cult throughout
Japan during the Heian
period.
Library of Congress Subject
Headings
Icons of Style: Cult TShirts
Vintage T Shirts
Divination with Hollywood's
high priestess
Cult Streetwear
Saints and Their Images in
Byzantium

Once a functional piece of
workwear, denim has long since
taken its place as a global style
icon - but a small handful stand tall
above the rest. This comprehensive
collection looks at the most iconic
denim ever created, from the
original Levi's 501s, through the
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birth of Japanese denim and up to
the modern brands that have made
denim the streetwear staple it is
today - Evisu, Nudie, Momotaro,
the list goes on... With photography
and detailed analysis throughout,
Icons of Style: Denim traces the
history of denim through its most
iconic pieces, from rugged
workwear to hand-crafted selvedge
and beyond.
Informative, illuminating, insightful
and erudite, Slogan T-Shirts: Cult
and Culture is completely unique.
Featuring interviews with a wealth
of credible fashion insiders, cultural
commentators and creative
luminaries, from Holly Johnson (of
Frankie Goes to Hollywood) to
Katharine Hamnett, it offers a multiPage 54/62
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faceted approach to the question of
what makes the slogan T-shirt so
rich, layered and culturally
relevant... because slogans are
never simply just words; they are
emotive and evocative, suggestive
and provocative. Slogan T-Shirts:
Cult and Culture explores the vast
spectrum of slogan use on T-shirts;
its function as a message delivery
system; its expression as an
artefact of language; and its role as
an emblem of political, social,
recreational and sartorial trends.
The book unfurls as a cultural
library of perspectives, nuanced
positions and eclectic sources and
each interview offers a cultural
snapshot within the versatile
framework of slogan T-shirt culture.
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The book also glances into the
inner worlds, inside stories and
mechanisms of those involved in
fashion, design and the production
of media. Beautifully designed,
visually seductive and packed with
influential innovators from the last
three decades, every page of this
book is a source of inspiration.
In this series, the Design Museum
looks at the fifty design icons of
major cities around the world icons that, when viewed together,
inherently sum up the character of
their city. Covering anything from
buildings, monuments and iconic
designers to a classic film or street
sign, these books explore a
tapestry of infamous designs, all
with their own story to tell. One part
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design history, one part visual
guidebook, this fascinating series
unlocks the design stories of the
biggest, most creative cities in the
world. With entries on design icons
from I.M. Pei's glass pyramid to the
humble baguette, Le Monde
newspaper to Le Corbusier's
striking Maison La Roche, Paris in
Fifty Design Icons builds an
intricate portrait of Europe's most
romantic city. With stunning
photography, this book is the
perfect gift for design enthusiasts
and anyone who loves anything
Parisian. Also available in the
series: London in Fifty Design Icons
New York in Fifty Design Icons
Berlin in Fifty Design Icons
Charismatic, compelling and
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trendsetting, 69 of the world's most
influential and creative men
presented by cult style-bible
Fantastic Man. Twice a year for the
last 10 years Fantastic Man has
chronicled the world's most stylish
and influential men through
insightful interviews and the lenses
of equally stylish and influential
photographers. David Beckham,
Tom Ford, Ewan McGregor, Helmut
Lang and many others have been
cast in a new light by a magazine
heralded not only for its witty
editorial and award winning design
but for the iconic photographers
(Juergen Teller, Bruce Weber,
Wolfgang Tillmans) who have shot
for them as well. Fully illustrated,
Fantastic Man represents the best
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of the magazines's archives,
offering a fascinating portrait of
contemporary men's style and a
unique viewpoint on what defines
masculinity in the 21st century. The
publication celebrates the ten-year
anniversary of Fantastic Man
magazine. Elegant and cool, the
book reflects the magazine's
signature aesthetics.
Iconic Men's Accessories
Ten Years of T-shirts from the
World's Most Inspiring Online
Design Community
Celebrity in the Age of Mass
Consumption
Toward a More Sacramental
Encounter
The Star as Icon
Icons
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100 Ideas that Changed
Street Style is a look-by-look
dissection of the key ideas
that changed the way we
dress – from the middle of
the 20th century to the
present day – explaining the
most iconic items of clothing
and how they were worn,
what the look was born of,
its cultural background, how
it was received, and how it
still resonates in fashion
today. The modern wardrobe
owes its development not
just to fashion designers in
Paris or Milan but also to
gangs and movements
brought together by a
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shared appreciation of
music, sport or a particular
underground culture, and a
certain style that defines
membership. These styles
have rocked establishments,
created stereotypes,
expressed social division as
much as they have united
people, entered the
language, spread around the
world, and, above all,
transformed dress for a
wider public.
SPIN
Meryl Tarot
We Should All Be Mirandas
1000 T-Shirts
Paris in Fifty Design Icons
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ICon Steve Jobs
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